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PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVE
Cedarville University teaches business with excellence for the glory of
God. From our Integrated Business Core (highlighted in The Washington
Post as the right way to teach business) to our exceptional first-time
pass rate on the CPA exam, or our Master of Business Administration
program with tracks in high-demand areas like Business Analytics,
Cybersecurity Management, and Innovation and Entrepreneurship, our
School of Business Administration combines academic excellence with intentional discipleship to create a
unique experience for students. In this issue of Cedarville Magazine, we are excited to highlight our School of
Business Administration and how business with a biblical worldview creates a unique educational experience
for students.
At Cedarville, we believe that business conducted with biblical principles provides a great way to glorify
God and love our neighbor well. We support capitalism and free enterprise. We recognize that there is no such
thing as a free lunch and that socialism doesn’t encourage human flourishing: Eventually you run out of other
people’s money and stifle personal motivation to advance. At the undergraduate and graduate levels, we offer
cutting-edge curriculum taught by a superb faculty devoted to equipping students for future success.
When I turned 18, I opened my first business, a karate school. Eventually, God called me to attend seminary.
I learned many lessons about entrepreneurship, influenced others for Christ that may never attend church,
developed a passion for business that continues today, and had a lot of fun in the process.
My personal experience is part of the reason that I am so excited about the Beyond Startup Accelerator. In
this issue, you will learn about Beyond and how we have a vision to become the Midwest hub for faith-based
business startups and development. Think Shark Tank baptized in a biblical perspective.
You will also learn about a family-owned business that provides an excellent example of business for the
glory of God. They generously support ministries that have an eternal impact, provide services that promote
human flourishing, and treat everyone as equal image-bearers of God. We are excited to introduce you to the
Scharnberg family.
Finally, you will learn more about the new Lorne C. Scharnberg Business Center that, upon completion, will
house our School of Business Administration. As part of our 10-Year Campus Master Plan, this new building
will provide state-of-the-art space for professors to equip and mentor students. It will also cast a vision for
business as mission, helping the next generation see how they can use business to influence culture and further
the Gospel.
You can do business for the glory of God, and those who serve God in the business world have the
opportunity to reach many that will never attend a church. Business leaders are not second-class citizens to
those in “full-time ministry”; they serve on the front lines of ministry, influencing our culture for the Gospel.
Cedarville University intends to train a generation of men and women to thrive in business while standing with
compassionate conviction for the Word of God and the Testimony of Jesus Christ.
In Christ,

Thomas White, President

Cedarville
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We desire to develop a generation of
entrepreneurial-minded business leaders using
their gifts to promote human flourishing with
creativity and enthusiasm. These business leaders
will influence people that may never visit a church.
They have a unique opportunity to stand for the
Word of God and the Testimony of Jesus Christ.
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GALLUP

The decline in support for capitalism among young people is alarming. A recent Gallup
survey showed that support for socialism among millennials and generation Zers, those
ages 18 to 39, has risen steadily and is now almost even with support for capitalism.
Universities across the nation are to blame for much of this

like Boeing’s rush to sell unsafe planes. Some would have you

trend. The majority of our nation’s colleges and universities

believe that Christians should recognize the inherent evil of

enthusiastically embrace secular progressive ideology and

business and capitalism.

intend to indoctrinate the next generation with their values.

But the problem isn’t that business, capitalism, or free

Consider for example the model curriculum for the required

enterprise systems are evil in and of themselves. The problem

class “Ethnic Studies” issued by the California Education

lies within the hearts of sinful men and women who operate

Department, which defines capitalism as “‘a form of power

within those systems. Without embracing a biblical worldview

and oppression,’ alongside ‘patriarchy,’ ‘racism,’ ‘white

and the grace of God, humanity’s sinful nature will find a way

supremacy’ and ‘ableism.’ Capitalism and capitalists appear as

to abuse any system. The more our nation and businesses

villains several times …”

abandon moral values, the more corruption we will see in any

2

While the “Ethnic Studies” curriculum makes no sense,

system. This is precisely why here at Cedarville University we

we can understand part of the argument against capitalism.

have a missional purpose to send business graduates into the

We’ve read the headlines. Greed, pride, deception, theft,

workforce who can be salt and light.

or deceit have been employed to obtain more profits while

Operating with biblical principles, business provides

disrupting the lives of people. It has happened at a national

one of the best means to glorify God and serve others

level through the Great Recession, in a sector like the housing

well. Let’s look at just a few principles that come from a

market and its bubble bursting or in individual businesses

biblical worldview.
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A BIBLICAL WORLDVIEW ESTABLISHES STEWARDSHIP
RESPONSIBILITIES FOR PRIVATE PROPERTY
Exodus 20:15 states, “You shall not steal.” In order for someone to steal something from
someone else, you must have ownership of a possession. As Christians, we understand
that ultimately, we are called to be good stewards because God created it all, but from a
cultural perspective, certain possessions belong to us and not someone else.
As Jeff Haymond, Dean of our School of Business

We must, however, recognize that Christians in Acts

Administration, writes in his book No Free Lunch, “To have

did not give up the right to personal possessions. They met

stewardship responsibilities (which come from a vertical

in “their homes” (Acts 2:46) and Paul goes from “house to

relationship with God) we must have ownership rights (which

house” in Ephesus (Acts 20:20). We also see others in the book

reflect a horizontal relationship with others in society).”

of Acts owning homes: Mary (Acts 12:12), Jason (Acts 17:5),

As Christians, we must resist temptations to be greedy or
idolize possessions. Instead, we imitate God by demonstrating
generosity when we voluntarily give to others, and especially
to those in need (Heb. 13:16, Prov. 3:9, Acts 20:35). We can
also save our possessions to make sure that we have planned
well for the future, and we can enjoy some of our possessions
personally or with friends and family. How we exercise our
stewardship responsibilities is one of God’s primary ways to
make us look more like Jesus.
You might ask, “But doesn’t the New Testament support
socialism or communal ownership as the better way?” Acts
4:32, 34–35 states, “Now the full number of those who
believed were of one heart and soul, and no one said that
any of the things that belonged to him was his own, but they
had everything in common … There was not a needy person
among them, for as many as were owners of lands or houses
sold them and brought the proceeds of what was sold and laid
it at the apostles’ feet, and it was distributed to each as any
had need.”
This passage certainly demonstrates extreme unity and
generosity, but the giving here is voluntary and not compelled
by governmental forces. This is not a redistribution of wealth
by national leaders but a voluntary sharing of personal
possessions by Christians seeking to imitate a gracious God.
In order to grow more like Christ, we must have the freedom
to keep or give. And in a society seemingly always concerned
with having more, generosity demonstrates one way that we
show counter-cultural love to our neighbors.

Jeff Haymond, Dean of the School of Business
Administration, wrote an e-book, No Free Lunch:
Economics for a Fallen World, which is available free
online. His book emphasizes free markets as the best
outlet for the creativity of mankind made in God’s
image. To download No Free Lunch, go to
cedarville.edu/nolunchbook.
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Titius Justus (Acts 18:7), Philip (Acts 21:8), and Mnason

careful not to endorse a system of all things in common that

(Acts 21:16). You can find other examples of private

the book of Acts does not mandate.

ownership if you search the remainder of the New Testament.

Socialist control of the means of production can’t work,

More significantly, immediately following the remarkable

and even the “soft socialism” of wealth redistribution leads to

generosity of Acts 4, Luke records the account of Ananias and

lower standards of living for all.

Sapphira in Acts 5. Peter states to Ananias, “While it remained

The government cannot give unless it first takes. This

unsold, did it not remain your own? And after it was sold, was

redistribution of wealth destroys the incentive to work hard.

it not at your disposal? Why is it that you have contrived this

When citizens who don’t work realize they don’t have to do

deed in your heart? You have not lied to man but to God.”

so because the government will provide and when citizens

Peter reaffirms in these words the right of personal ownership

who do work hard realize someone else just takes more of

while rebuking him for lying to the Holy Spirit. The New

their money, then we support unbiblical principles. The Bible

Testament church should passionately encourage generosity

teaches that we should work hard and then show personal

and caring for the poor as biblical principles, but we must be

generosity (2 Thess. 3:10–12, Eph. 4:28).

THE “LOVE” OF MONEY IS THE ROOT OF ALL KINDS OF
EVIL (1 TIM. 6:9–10)
1 Timothy 6:9–10 states, “But those who desire to be rich fall into temptation, into a snare,
into many senseless and harmful desires that plunge people into ruin and destruction. For
the love of money is a root of all kinds of evils. It is through this craving that some have
wandered away from the faith and pierced themselves with many pangs.”
Money is a great servant but a horrible master. Money,

Consider the Parable of the Minas in Luke 19:11–27 or

possessions, and riches are all morally neutral items that can

the Parable of the Talents in Matthew 25:14–30. The master

be used for good or evil. It’s the idolatry of money, possessions,

commends those who have demonstrated good stewardship

and riches that is evil. Matthew 6:24 clearly states that you

through multiplying resources. While we do not endorse the

cannot serve God and money. Wealth is not evil and can be

prosperity Gospel, Scripture consistently commends good

part of God’s blessing. Wealth always tests our allegiance and

stewardship and records God using servants with great wealth

stewardship.

to accomplish His purposes.

Later in the same chapter, Paul writes in 1 Timothy

Furthermore, we should commend someone who

6:17–19, “As for the rich in this present age, charge them not

determines a way to use resources more effectively. It

to be haughty, nor to set their hopes on the uncertainty of

demonstrates better stewardship of the resources and allows

riches, but on God, who richly provides us with everything

that person or organization to make more profit or sell

to enjoy. They are to do good, to be rich in good works, to

the goods/services at a lower cost, which frees up scarce

be generous and ready to share, thus storing up treasure for

resources to be applied to other compelling needs. In other

themselves as a good foundation for the future, so that they

words, making a profit serves our neighbors well and allows

may take hold of that which is truly life.”

for human flourishing.

Paul doesn’t rebuke the rich for their wealth, but he

The evil we see so often pointed out in business or

encourages voluntary generosity and their worship to be of

capitalism arises from the sinfulness of our hearts and the

the God who provides and not what He has provided.

selfishness that so frequently characterizes our actions. When

6 | Cedarville Magazine

Cedarville University teaches business,
capitalism, and free market enterprise
with a biblical foundation, training the
next generation to use business for a
better purpose.

corruption, or as Paul calls it, “the
rulers over this present darkness”
(Eph. 6:12), which includes those
seeking to exploit or abuse

leaders withhold fair pay (Deut. 24:14; James

others, such as sex traffickers.

5:4), create hostile environments for workers

Cedarville University teaches

(Eph. 6:9), increase profits to the detriment of

business, capitalism, and free market

employees, use inferior materials, cut corners,

enterprise with a biblical foundation,

or implement deceptive practices to increase the

training the next generation to use

bottom line (Lev. 25:14), then we see the worst

business for a better purpose. As every

of capitalism. But the worst parts of business are

undergraduate student graduates

simply mirrors for the worst parts of our own

with a Bible minor, we embrace our

hearts.

higher calling and the opportunity to

As Christians we must resist this temptation
and operate at a higher level. As Paul writes in

influence culture through business
with biblical principles.

Romans, we must put to death our own deeds
of the flesh through the power of the Spirit
(Rom. 8:13). We must also fight against larger
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BUSINESS ALLOWS US TO SERVE OTHERS
Picture with me how a business operating through a biblical worldview can influence
culture. We recognize that God created humanity with needs and created us for
community. When we align our God-given gifts with our God-given passions, we have a
platform to be productive. We glorify God as good stewards of our talents and encourage
human flourishing.
Creativity and innovation in business reflect the creator

I then use my wages to purchase other goods and services.

God who made us as the pinnacle of creation, and our

In this way we incentivize hard work and encourage human

monetary system demonstrates one way that humanity is set

flourishing.

apart from animals. Instead of seeking basic needs or trading

I love the fact that I can determine how much I want to pay

one service for another, we receive compensation for a service

for various services. I’m generally frugal, so I choose to stay

rendered that can be utilized for our many wants,
desires, or needs. Money is necessary in an advanced
economy that requires the division of labor, as each
one is able to specialize in areas where God has
uniquely gifted us.
For example, I would find it incredibly difficult to
use my efforts at administration, writing, or public

Money is necessary in an advanced
economy that requires the division of labor,
as each one is able to specialize in areas
where God has uniquely gifted us.

speaking to find someone willing to trade food, clothes,

at mid-level hotels like Holiday Inn or Comfort Inn because

or medical attention for my services. But because of the

I prefer to carry my own bags, park my own car, and eat a

monetary system, I receive compensation for the service I

“free” breakfast (preferably waffles). Others may desire valet

render to society. The market sets a value through supply and

parking, bag delivery, and room service. Those benefits create

demand on my contribution. If I do a poor job, I’m likely to

more expense for the business, which passes the expense to

be without a job or see my compensation reduced. If I make

the customer by charging a higher rate. As long as customers

myself more valuable to society or an individual company

desire to pay for the additional services, then the business

through serving well, then perhaps I’ll see my wages increase.

continues to fill a need in society. Supply and demand in the
market sets the value of the goods or services. When the cost

SOCIALISM LECTURES WILL BE
AVAILABLE ONLINE
Socialist Dreams.
Market Realities.

This semester, Jeff Haymond, Dean of the
School of Business Administration, has been
teaching a one-hour class that addresses
the failures and fallacies of socialism. These
classes — along with a series of guest
lectures by outstanding speakers like Jay
Richards and Wayne Grudem — are being
recorded and will be available at no charge
online later this year. Socialism has become
a hot topic during the current election cycle,
and its implications could have far-reaching
ramifications. Check cedarville.edu for
updates on this timely class.
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exceeds the willingness to pay, the demand decreases and the
company must adjust or go out of business.
To the person with a cavity or abscessed tooth, the dentist
provides a great service to encourage human flourishing. And
as long as the service is rendered with integrity at a fair price,
the patient will gladly pay to alleviate the pain. I know from
firsthand experience, and I didn’t pick the least expensive
office. I wanted a dentist with a good reputation, so I paid
more for it. In the years to come, I expect to be pleased with
that decision.
The best businesses serve others by meeting a need at a
fair price, while paying workers a fair wage to accomplish
the given task. Competitive markets determine the just
price and wage. These win-win-win scenarios are possible.

The owners win through making profits, the workers win

businesses have a monopoly over workers or customers. The

through earning a paycheck, and the customer wins through

ironic thing about socialism is that its proponents purport it

obtaining a desired service. Everyone experiences some level

to be an antidote to capitalist monopolies, when in effect we

of fulfillment and joy, which encourages human flourishing.

would make the government the monopoly provider of all

And when businesses don’t serve their customers or workers

our services.

well, they will lose them in a competitive system. The worst

BUSINESS FOR THE GLORY OF GOD
The best owners and managers understand that there is one God who is Judge of all
(James 4:12). This God is the God of owners as well as workers, and He shows no partiality
(Acts 10:34). Therefore, owners, mid-level managers, workers, and consumers will all give
an account one day for their actions. When we do all things to the glory of God, work as
unto the Lord, and seek to love our fellow neighbor as ourselves, then we create a culture
where community thrives.
Imagine an environment where leadership values
employees more than idolizing profits. Where CEOs serve

CONCLUSION

employees through good leadership rather than lording

Cedarville University supports business with a biblical

over them in an authoritarian dictatorship. A place where

worldview for the glory of God and the good of others. We

the company feels more like family, and where people seek

contend that private ownership, capitalism, and free market

to serve everyone else. A place where employees do what

enterprise operating by biblical principles and accompanied

is right even when no one is looking. Such places do exist,

by personal generosity provide a great channel to influence

albeit imperfectly in a fallen world, and these companies

the culture for the Gospel.

provide great workplace communities and serve as examples

We desire to develop a generation of entrepreneurial-

to influence culture for Christ. In this way, business provides a

minded business leaders using their gifts to promote human

great opportunity to glorify God and serve others.

flourishing with creativity and enthusiasm. These business

We desire to develop a generation of entrepreneurialminded business leaders using their gifts to promote
human flourishing with creativity and enthusiasm.
A biblical model of business also provides the best longterm solution to poverty. The best way to love the homeless

leaders will influence people that
may never visit a church. They have
a unique opportunity to stand for
the Word of God and the Testimony
of Jesus Christ.

Thomas White is President of Cedarville University. He earned his Ph.D.
in systematic theology from Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary.

is not to sleep on the street with them, but to help them never
have to sleep on the street again. When our helping enables
addiction without resolution or rewards panhandling while
ignoring the dignity and worth of all human beings, we hurt

1. https://news.gallup.com/poll/268766/socialism-popular-capitalismamong-young-adults.aspx
2. https://www.wsj.com/articles/california-wants-to-teach-your-kids-thatcapitalism-is-racist-11564441342

the recipient and only ease the conscience of the giver. On
a personal and global level, we must see every human as
created by God with equal value.
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Lorne Scharnberg

boarded a plane for Texas and settled into the comfort of first
class. His destination was a new job as President of a corporate
subsidiary. The move from Minneapolis was not a popular
choice at home, but to reach this executive level at age 32 was
big. “I knew the significance of taking that job,” he said.
What Lorne didn’t know was the significance of being on
that particular flight and just how uncomfortable it would
be. That is until he saw a 50-something woman dressed in a
business suit walk past him. “I knew instantly she was going to
sit beside me, and I knew she was going to witness to me,” he
said. “Nobody had to tell me.”
Just before the plane began to taxi, the woman reappeared
from the back of the plane and sat next to him. He opened his
briefcase and attempted to look busy. It didn’t work.
“I just have to interrupt you,” she said, grabbing Lorne’s
arm. “I’ve really been led to speak to you about something.”
This was not in Lorne’s plans. He had a dream job, and
he didn’t want the distraction. Besides, he had heard the
Gospel explained many times growing up under the roof of
a Pentecostal minister. “I prayed to get saved a couple times,
but I never got saved because I didn’t ask for the free gift of
salvation,” he said. “What I did was I promised God I’d never sin
again. You don’t get saved doing that.”
Lorne knew he wasn’t saved, but job security was enough for
him. So when she told him God had a perfect plan for his life, he
responded, “I just became President of a subsidiary. It doesn’t
get any better than that.”
She grabbed his arm and said, “I am so happy for you. But
God’s got a perfect plan. As good as what you’ve got, it’s even
better,” she said.
“I can’t visualize that,” Lorne said.
“It’ll get better,” she said.
The woman couldn’t have known Lorne would build two
successful contract manufacturing companies; serve as a
trustee at Cedarville University; give generously of his time,
treasure, and talents; and have the new School of Business
Administration building named in his honor. But God’s plans
were already in motion.
A few days after his unplanned meeting at 35,000 feet,
Lorne’s wife, Kathi; young son, Mark; and his mother-in-law

BY JEFF GILBERT ’87

(who was just there to help with the move) arrived at their
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new home in Lake Jackson, Texas. Lorne’s career plans were

Lorne joined the Board in 1994, served three terms as

coming together, but the conviction of the Holy Spirit was

Chair, and retired to emeritus status in 2018. He received the

intensifying. It boiled over a month later while he was cutting

school’s 14th Medal of Honor in October 2019. As he sat in the

grass in the Texas heat.

chapel audience waiting to go on stage and receive the award,

“The conviction got so bad I had to come into the house,”
he said. “I knelt down in the formal dining room and said, ‘I

there were other announcements awaiting that had been kept
secret from him for two years.

can’t live like this.’ I went through all the instructions I could

President Thomas White announced that the Scharnberg

remember about how you became a Christian and accepted

family had pledged $10 million toward a new business

the free gift of salvation.”

building. Lorne didn't know Mark — now President of Katecho

When he told Kathi and her mom, the women cried with

and majority stockholder — was planning a large gift, and

joy. Kathi, unbeknownst to Lorne, made a profession of faith

$10 million was far more than he thought Mark would have

as a high school senior at a Billy Graham Crusade at Fenway

agreed to. Then Dr. White announced the building would be

Park. Around the time of the move to Texas, she decided

named the Lorne C. Scharnberg Business Center.

to finally live out her faith, and she and her mother began
praying for Lorne.
“I couldn’t believe the reaction,” he said.

“I knew I was going to get an award,” Lorne said, “but the
biggest shock of my life was to hear this.”
Lorne didn’t plan any of this. He often wondered —

Lorne felt a peace he didn’t recognize. He expected his

especially in those last days in Texas and the early ones in

career to continue its momentum. But his short-term plans

Des Moines — what would become of his business career. But

didn’t fit God’s long-term ones, and corporate upheaval

he never forgot the words he heard on the plane about God

resulted in a job loss.

having an even better plan for his life.

UNDERWAY IN IOWA

before I died what was told me — that because God is God,

“In the back of my mind, I was convinced that maybe
maybe it will come true,” he said.

Des Moines, Iowa, was the next stop. In 1984, Kathi and

Becoming a Christian opened Lorne to many ideas he

Lorne started Katecho, the contract manufacturing company

had not considered, especially in giving. Tithing became

he still owns, along with Surmasis Pharmaceuticals. Katecho

important to him, and he taught Mark to do the same. But

is a world leader in producing hydrogel and builds innovative

the commitment required to give $10 million started with a

parts for medical devices, such as the pads for portable

conversation he had one day on campus with fellow Trustee

defibrillators. The business got off to a rough start, but Lorne

Bill Bolthouse.

was where he was supposed to be, and the business began to
flourish in year two.
Lorne, however, had yet to hear about Cedarville. He
believed in Christian education. Mark was growing up
in a Christian school, and going to a Christian college was

Bill told Lorne he had divided his life into three parts.
First: He learned his business from his dad. Second: He grew
the business. Third: He was giving it all away to the Kingdom.
“That just stuck with me,” Lorne said. “I thought to myself,
‘That’s what I’m going to do.’ And that’s what I’m doing.”

something the whole family desired for him. Cedarville was

The first big thing Lorne gave away was the business to his

600 miles away, but a neighbor was a student, and Mark was

son. Lorne still serves as CEO, but Mark is President and runs

invited to join the family for Li’l Sibs Weekend.

the business. When Kathi died in 2018, Mark took over the

Mark chose Cedarville for college and earned a business
degree in 1997. Meanwhile, Lorne was asked to consider

company finances and began to think about how the company
could expand its giving.

joining the Board of Trustees. He didn’t want to at first.

Mark learned giving from his parents, but it was a

“I’m not a joiner,” he said. But his mother-in-law and wife

teaching series he listened to by Mark Driscoll, Senior and

eventually persuaded him.

Founding Pastor of Trinity Church in Scottsdale, Arizona,
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INNOVATION FOR LIFE
that inspired him to give more. The quote

Mark Scharnberg ’97 works in

he remembers is this: “God doesn’t give

manufacturing because he loves to

to you to increase your standard of living.

build things.

He gives to you to increase your standard
of giving.”

The family companies he is
President over — Katecho and Surmasis

Mark said this idea was life changing.

Pharmaceuticals — manufacture a

He said he was led to give everything above

variety of parts that find their homes on

a standard-of-living point. Being no longer

medical devices. “Building innovation

compelled to increase his standard of living,

for life” is the companies’ mantra.

the pressure to make more money disappeared.

And innovation is at the heart of their

“God’s given us a gift to be able to make

business philosophy.

money to be able to fund the gifts that He’s

Mark sees similarities in the way his

given other people,” Mark said. “If the business

company operates and how Cedarville

keeps growing, we’ll give more.”

pursues its calling. He especially likes the discipleship emphasis of

That got Mark thinking about how much
Cedarville’s mission meant to his dad and what

the 1,000 days initiative. To him, it’s an innovative way of putting
everything together to educate and mentor Christian students.

it would mean to honor his legacy and surprise

Mark said two elements are required to build through innovation:

him. And Mark is impressed by Cedarville’s

talent and discipline. Finding the best talent gives his companies the

mission to not only educate students but also

ability to innovate. Discipline maximizes that talent.

to disciple them.

Mark’s discipline is applied through simple rules that address his

“I’m called to give — I’m just not going to

expectations of productivity, quality, and behavior. And the business

blindly give,” he said. “I want to give to those

has grown. The Scharnberg family gift of $10 million toward the

organizations that are very effective, and I feel

construction of the Lorne C. Scharnberg Business Center is a byproduct

like that’s Cedarville.”

of that growth.

Lorne knew his son was working on a plan

Buildings are important to the Scharnbergs. Their facility in Des

to give toward the business building, but Mark

Moines, Iowa, is clean from the offices to the assembly lines to the

never let his dad know the plan.

warehouse. That’s important to a contract manufacturer whose success

Lorne’s life, it seems, has never really
gone according to his plan, but he’s grown to
recognize that’s for the best.
“When I became a Christian and started
studying Scripture and started teaching, it

is dependent on securing contracts to produce goods for use by other
businesses.
“When people walk into this business, I hear time and time again
they’ve not seen a contract manufacturer facility this nice,” Mark said.
“It sells itself.”

became evident to me that the most important

When Lorne Scharnberg became a Cedarville University Trustee

thing in life is not my career,” he said. “Eternity

in 1994, he soon developed a close relationship with the business

is the most important. So I thought, well, He’s

department and its chair, Sharon Johnson. So it became natural that

got a better plan.”

the Scharnbergs would give from the blessing of their business to help
the School of Business Administration grow.

Jeff Gilbert ’87 is an Assistant Professor of Journalism
at Cedarville University. He received his M.A. in
journalism from Regent University.

“If you do the building right, it’s going to spur more giving,” Mark
said. “It’s going to spur more students who want to come to Cedarville
and be in business. It’s going to spur more companies that want to hire.
Because you want to walk into a place that’s innovative.”
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A NEW
DAY FOR
BUSINESS
The School of Business Administration (SBA) provides a

To continue its long history of excellence, the new

high-quality, academically excellent education that prepares

Scharnberg Business Center (read more on page 16) will

students for career success the moment they graduate.

provide the classroom, collaboration, and innovation space to

Since 1987, the SBA has occupied the Milner Business

be a 21st century leader in developing ambassadors for Christ

Administration Building, which originally opened in 1967 as

in marketplaces across the world.

the college library.
Milner is named for George S. Milner, founder of Milner
Electric Company in Cleveland, Ohio, and an instrumental

BUSINESS AS MISSIONS

figure in the acquisition of Cedarville College by the Baptist

The new facility will tell the story of business as missions

Bible Institute (BBI) in 1953. He was a member of BBI’s Board

while providing a space for excellent training and spiritual

of Trustees. In 1961, Cedarville awarded Milner an honorary

growth. The lobby will cast a vision for business leaders to

Doctor of Humanities to recognize his contributions to

align their God-given talents with their God-given passions

the University.

in a vocational calling that finances the advancement of

Milner has served Cedarville well, but the time has

the Gospel.

come for one of the University’s largest schools, with 557

The SBA desires to teach and train the best and brightest

undergraduate and graduate students this year, to move into

to lead the companies of tomorrow with a biblical worldview

a space that will allow it to expand and grow.

and to use their influence for Christ. The Scharnberg Business
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Our architects will be developing a new design for the Scharnberg Business
Center that will replace this initial artist's rendering. We anticipate a final building
concept that maximizes the beautiful views of Cedar Lake and integrates the
glass and brick facades that make Cedarville buildings distinctive.

“For years to come, there will be a stone of remembrance on this campus
to celebrate all that Lorne Scharnberg and his family have done to further
the mission and vision of Cedarville University. For years to come, future
generations of business leaders will be trained to use their gifts for God’s
glory, the good of mankind, and for their joy.”
– Thomas White, President, Cedarville University
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Center will be the place where our experienced and knowledgeable faculty can
equip the next generation of entrepreneurs, marketers, financiers, managers,
economists, and business data analysts to influence the world of business for
the Gospel.

ONE FAMILY'S FAITHFULNESS
The new Lorne C. Scharnberg Business Center will spur on innovation and cultureshaping change. This new facility, which will be situated between the Stevens
Student Center and the Dixon Ministry Center overlooking the north side of Cedar
Lake, will equip and inspire a new generation of successful business professionals
to use their vocations for Gospel influence.

LORNE C. SCHARNBERG
BUSINESS CENTER HIGHLIGHTS
§ Entrepreneurship center
§ Stock market investment room
§ Lobby designed to inspire a vision
of business as missions
The Scharnberg Family of Des Moines, Iowa, kicked off fundraising for the
business center in October 2019 with the largest single gift in Cedarville’s 133year history. Mark Scharnberg ’97, on behalf of his family and Katecho and
Surmasis Pharmaceuticals, pledged $10 million to honor his father, Lorne C.
Scharnberg, a faithful dad, beloved grandparent, innovative business owner,

§ Larger classrooms
§ Expanded faculty offices
§ Conference center with banquet
space for up to 600
§ Projected opening fall 2024

three-term Chairman of the Cedarville Board of Trustees, and tireless advocate
for Cedarville. Scharnberg and his late wife, Kathi, founded Katecho, Inc. and
Surmasis Pharmaceuticals.

Support the building of the new Lorne C. Scharnberg Business Center
with your financial gifts by visiting cedarville.edu/masterplan. This
stewardship of God’s resources in the lives of young business professionals
will yield an eternal return on investment for the Word of God and the
Testimony of Jesus Christ.
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A 100% job and grad school placement rate. A CPA pass rate

they need to succeed, but also with the Christian worldview

that is well above the national average. Graduates working in

to be ethical accountants, prepared to use their vocation to

top firms, Fortune 500 companies, and government agencies.

impact the world for the Gospel.

A growing program ready to meet market demands. All can

Cedarville Magazine asked accounting professors Anne

be said of Cedarville’s highly rated Bachelor of Science in

Rich, Professor of Accounting; Chuck Hartman, Associate

accounting program. But what really sets the program apart

Professor of Business Law and Accounting; and Paul

is its biblical, Christ-honoring focus. Cedarville accounting

Schloemer, Professor of Accounting, to share what makes

graduates are not only equipped with the technical skills

Cedarville’s accounting program so unique.
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Q What sets Cedarville’s accounting degree program apart
from other universities?

It is our desire in the accounting department to challenge
our students to consider how to bring their faith to work,
to bring glory to God as accounting professionals. The
Bible minor and biblical integration give our students
knowledge in Bible study methods and help them to
evaluate business knowledge from a biblical perspective.
We have a solid general business foundation, as
evidenced by our students’ strong scores on the Business
Environment and Concepts portion of the CPA exam. We
are always looking for ways to improve the accounting
program and respond to emerging business practices.
In accounting classes, our students are using Tableau
data visualization software, Sage 50 accounting system
software, and other computerized applications that

Our faculty members have years of experience to enhance
their teaching and they truly care about student success.

Q Where are some of our accounting graduates working?
Our accounting graduates are employed at national,
regional, and local CPA firms including Ernst &Young,
Grant Thornton, and Plante Moran. Those who are
interested in corporate accounting are employed at
companies including Marathon, Allegion, Nationwide,
and JPMorgan Chase. Our graduates also find challenging
work in various government positions at the Office of the
Inspector General, the Defense Financial Accounting
Services, the FBI, the FDIC, and the Ohio Auditor of
State. These employers provide excellent internships to
guide students in making informed career choices.

Q How do our accounting alumni give back to today's

merge their academic knowledge with real-world

students?

practices of accounting.

There are many ways that our accounting alumni

Q What are some of the program’s biggest successes over
the past several years?

Our graduates who are serving the Lord in businesses
and accounting firms are our greatest measure of success.
Our graduates also have an excellent pass rate on the
CPA exam and have a solid record of both placement
and advancement in the accounting profession. In six
of the past eight years, our first-time pass rate was the
first- or second-highest among Ohio universities and
received national ranking as well. In each of those years,
the overall first-time pass rate was greater than 70%,
compared to a national pass rate averaging about 55%.

Q To what do you attribute this remarkable record of
success?

Our graduates would probably say that they prayed a lot!
As faculty, we have the opportunity to work with a highquality group of students, who arrive on campus with a
diligent work ethic. We provide a solid slate of courses
within an innovative School of Business Administration.

contribute to the accounting program and to the
business school. Our accounting alumni give back by
contributing to student scholarships and to student
business organizations. They represent their firms at our
accounting “Meet the Firms” career fair during the fall
semester and network with our current students, guiding
them through the employment process. We especially
appreciate our alumni who let us know when they will
be on campus and offer to speak in accounting classes.
Their experience is a challenge and encouragement to
our current students.

Q What do you anticipate for the future of the program?
The market for accountants and auditors has been
very strong and is expected to grow in response to
increasing tax and regulatory demands, according to
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. While the auditing
functions of accounting have changed to keep pace with
developing information technology, growth areas such as
business analytics and forensic accounting, have added
to the constant demand for accountants.

Beloved accounting professor Sarah (Harriman) Smith ’75 went home to be with the Lord on November
12, 2018. She faithfully served Cedarville University and the School of Business Administration
(SBA) for 37 years, retiring in 2018. Dr. Smith was an instrumental part of the SBA and its widely
acclaimed accounting program. She helped establish the accounting major, pioneered online classes
within the business school, and successfully led the effort at both the initial school accreditation in
2005 and the reaffirmation in 2015. Gifts may be made to the Dr. Sarah H. Smith Memorial Award at
cedarville.edu/smithscholarship to provide scholarships for accounting students.
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ACCOUNTING DEGREE TAKES GRAD TO NYC

It’s a long way from Cedarville, Ohio, to the Big Apple, but that’s how far
an accounting degree from Cedarville has taken Corbin Edmonds ’14.
Edmonds began his career with Ernst and Young — one of the

foundation I needed to succeed at Ernst and Young.”

largest professional services firms in the world — right out of

Beyond just his coursework, Edmonds cites how his

college, originally as a Staff Assurance Associate, and then a

cocurricular experiences at Cedarville, including leadership

Senior Assurance Associate, in the company’s Denver office.

roles in the CEO student organization, Integrated Business

He joined the company’s Financial Services Office in 2017, a

Core, and Discipleship Ministries, gave him a well-rounded

move that took him to New York City. He was promoted to

résumé that afforded him an advantage when interviewing

Manager in October 2019.

for a postgraduation position. “Not only did I receive the core

Today, Edmonds works within the banking capital markets

classes and training that I needed to succeed technically,

practice and is responsible for managing diverse projects from

but I was also getting leadership opportunities outside the

start to finish, serving clients within the banking and private

classroom that were instrumental in helping my résumé stand

equity space. He is also responsible for facilitating training for

out,” he said.

new hires at Ernst and Young and serves as counselor/career
coach for staff and senior associates within the firm.

More than his professional success, Edmonds appreciates
how Cedarville instilled in him a desire to make a Gospel

Edmonds credits his time in Cedarville’s accounting

difference wherever God led him. “The Lord used my

program with preparing him well for his current role.

professors and campus pastors to teach me that we go where

“Cedarville has a challenging accounting and finance

the Lord can use us most,” he explained. “My wife and I felt

program,” he explained. “I took some very rigorous classes,

a unique calling to New York, a global city filled with diverse

especially in my junior and senior year. These prepared me

people. There are a lot of opportunities to touch lives.”

to get my CPA license right after graduation and gave me the
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Accelerating
Cedarville

KYLE PETERSON ’96

Program Stimulates Faith-Based Startups

Innovation is alive at Cedarville. Just attend any homecoming, and you’ll see engineering students
developing better ways to cross Cedar Lake in their cardboard canoes (without getting soaked). Or visit
Cedar Care Village Pharmacy where professional students not only dispense medicine, but are patientcentered, frontline healthcare providers.
This fall, inventive Cedarville students presented, or
"pitched," proposals to a panel of judges for feedback

DEFINING ACCELERATOR

A business accelerator is a program that

on the viability of unique business startup ideas. These

gives developing companies access to mentors,

"pitch" competitions were held in November and

investors, and other support to help them

January. The events drew hundreds of spectators, and

become stable, independent, and thriving

the top proposals were awarded cash prizes.

businesses. An accelerator program can

The School of Business Administration (SBA)

last from two to six months. The goal is for

Advisory Council had been meeting to discuss ways to

companies to emerge ready to run on their

grow and expand Cedarville's business program. Dick

own, poised to claim a share of their target

Blanc '82, a former managing partner at Accenture

markets.

and member of the council, suggested the idea of a

Companies that enroll in accelerators

business accelerator. In 2018, Blanc and SBA Dean Jeff

are usually fledgling enterprises that

Haymond formulated a plan for adding an accelerator

have moved beyond the earliest stages of

into the SBA curriculum.

getting established and desire to speed

As part of this new initiative, Blanc announced

up growth in response to market demand.

in chapel on September 19, 2019, that Cedarville

Accelerators, true to their name, quickly

was taking steps to become the hub for faith-based

bring attention to aspects of the business

entrepreneurship in the Midwest with the inception of

that can be improved and hopefully

the Beyond Accelerator Program, one of the first of its

accelerate growth. Instructors and subject

kind for a Christian university.

matter experts provide insight toward these
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Rich Williams ’11, co-creator of the S.A.F.E. Clip facemask device, which absorbs G-forces that
contribute to football-related concussions, is part of Cedarville's Beyond Startup Accelerator.
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growth processes and counsel the business owner, known as

undergraduate and graduate students and alumni looking to

a “founder” in the industry, toward greater success, usually

scale, or grow, their businesses.

during biweekly meetings and feedback sessions.
Another essential component of an accelerator is access
to investment opportunities. Most programs will host a pitch

GOING ABOVE AND BEYOND

competition, like the ones offered to students this academic

Early discussions around the accelerator focused on its

year, and invite their network of investors to participate. At

central purpose. The group tasked with this challenge was

this stage of business development, it is most common for

quick to isolate three core ideas, and a single word emerged:

startups to seek additional funding and support. Founders of

Beyond.

new businesses sometimes offer a share of ownership in their

More than a business major. While an
entrepreneurship major remains a future

company in exchange for funds.

possibility, a minor can intersect other
departments and schools and capture

ACCELERATING CEDARVILLE

the imagination of education majors,

According to findings in the Global

engineering majors, nursing majors,

Accelerator Report 2016 by Gust,

English majors — students within all the

the global software platform for new

University disciplines. Entrepreneurship

businesses, 579 accelerator programs

and innovation should move beyond the

made more than $206,740,005 worth of total investments

School of Business Administration and become a common

worldwide in 11,305 startups. In 2020, the number of

way of thinking across campus.

accelerators has expanded to nearly 700 — further proof that

More than education. Creative personality attributes

entrepreneurs are seeking expert advice on how they can

such as risk-taking, impulsivity, and independence should

rapidly advance their new businesses.

be fostered at Cedarville. The Kingdom of God requires

Students are turning to entrepreneurship, rather than

innovation to spread its influence further. It is critical to move

part-time jobs, to help pay tuition. They are discovering there

beyond the classroom and extend opportunities that distill

is less risk and higher payout to birth their operations while

ideas into investable business ventures.

enrolled at Cedarville, rather than wait until graduation to
seek traditional full-time employment.

More than a college experience. Entrepreneurship
feeds professional discipleship. It seeks to move beyond

Enterprising students have rented workspace off campus

1,000 days (the approximate number of days students are

so they can fulfill orders for their products. They quickly

on campus during their Cedarville experience) and advance

“Faith Driven Investor” has listed the Beyond
program as one of its top 20 accelerators.

a type of mentorship where successful alumni business
professionals and investors return to Cedarville
University to provide guidance and resources to
student founders.

absorb what they learn in the classroom and are anxious to
learn how they can grow their business to its fullest potential.
Two of Cedarville’s newest entrepreneurship classes

STANDING OUT

— Marketing the Startup and Creative Problem Solving —

More than 200 universities boast some form of a center

saw more than 150 students enrolled this past semester.

for entrepreneurship, but only a handful partner with local

Five business founders were led through the Accelerator

accelerators or have developed their programs on campus.

by Rick Prigge, Associate Professor of Management, along

Cedarville is one of the first Christian universities that promotes

with four Entrepreneurs in Residence (EiRs), who are

an on-campus accelerator for both students and alumni. “Faith

experts in their respective fields. Founders were responsible

Driven Investor,” an online resource for entrepreneurs, has

for weekly assignments that covered design thinking and

listed the Beyond program in its top 20 accelerators.

efficient product manufacturing principles. Acceptance in

Cedarville has developed a vision of professional

the Accelerator is by application only and is open to both

discipleship between students, alumni business owners, and
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Christian investors. The Beyond Startup Accelerator is built

Beyond Angel Network, please fill out the interest form at

into the 16-week semester for ease of student enrollment.

cedarville.edu/investorsbeyond.

Interwoven within the instruction and coaching are Bibledriven principles tied to creativity, planning, and making new
business models a reality. Students and alumni who complete
the Accelerator can participate in a biannual competition

BUILDING A CENTER

This past October during homecoming chapel, Cedarville’s

that invites venture capitalists and angel investors to back

President, Thomas White, announced the construction of the

promising startups. If you are an undergraduate student,

Lorne C. Scharnberg Business Center, which will house the

M.B.A. student, or alumni interested in being a part of the

School of Business Administration, a conference plaza, and

Accelerator, visit cedarville.edu/studentsbeyond to

potentially an entrepreneurship center.

receive more information.

The entrepreneurship center would act as the main
location for the Beyond program and provide students with

CONNECTING INVESTORS

shared workspace, resources, and offices to test their oncampus ventures. The hope is that the Accelerator program

To round out the program, Cedarville University has

matched with new facilities will continue to bring innovative

mobilized its own angel network — a group of Christian

students and accelerator candidates to campus for years

business investors seeking to support their undergrad

to come.

counterparts. This March, Cedarville University will host the
first of many Investor Impact assemblies, a networking event
where accredited investors can meet founders and attend a

Kyle Peterson ’96 is the Deputy Director of the Cedarville University
Beyond Startup Accelerator.

formal pitch competition. If you are interested in joining the

“PITCH” EVENTS OFFER OPPORTUNITIES
FOR STUDENTS, PROFESSIONALS

During the January “Second Pitch” event sponsored by the Beyond Startup Accelerator, students
presented original business proposals to a panel of expert entrepreneur judges for cash prizes. Beyond
hosted an Investor Impact event in March, which featured professional development, networking,
and a pitch competition where business founders presented their ideas to potential investors.
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Business: The Bottom Line

SCHOOL THEME VERSE
He has showed you, O man, what is good. And what does the
Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to walk
humbly with your God? – Micah 6:8

Business: The
Cedarville University’s School of Business Administration (SBA) leads the way in
biblical, innovative education. Our students analyze business topics through a biblical
lens that emphasizes excellence, stewardship, leadership, and Kingdom influence.
Beginning in 1959, with its first graduates earning their diplomas in 1962, the SBA
is now one of the largest schools at Cedarville University. During its 61-year history,
3,236 graduates have earned degrees from the business school at Cedarville. A growing
and innovative Master of Business Administration program, the new Beyond Startup
Accelerator, and the future Lorne C. Scharnberg Business Center all signal an exciting
future for the Cedarville SBA.

NUMBER OF ALUMNI

3,236
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CAREER PLACEMENT RATE

99%

of 2018 business graduates were
employed or in graduate school within
six months of commencement.

FIRST GRADUATING CLASS

ENROLLMENT

471

Undergraduate students

86

Graduate students

1962

The Division of Business Administration
first appeared in the Cedarville College
“Miracle” yearbook in 1962, when five
seniors, of 36 total students that year,
received bachelor's degrees in business.
The 1963 yearbook lists seven graduates
with a business degree and three with a
bachelor’s in secretarial science.

Bottom Line
MEET THE SBA LEADERSHIP

FACULTY

16
225

Full-Time Faculty Members

Jeff Haymond, Ph.D.

Dean, School of Business Administration

John Delano, Ph.D.

Associate Dean, Graduate Program

Combined Years of Experience
School faculty members are highly
qualified, with advanced degrees and vast
experience in industry, research, and the
military. They are passionate about their
field and sharing their knowledge with
students, and their classes are designed
to challenge students with high standards
and rigorous curriculum to prepare them
for whatever God has called them to do.

Jeff Guernsey, D.B.A.

Assistant Dean, Undergraduate Program
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Business: The Bottom Line

Undergrads in Cedarville’s School of Business Administration (SBA) receive insight and
expertise from knowledgeable faculty who are also accomplished professionals. But a
Cedarville business education extends far beyond the classroom into practical lessons for
career success. What follows is a sampling of the enterprising hands-on opportunities that
prepare business students for the future.

Enterprising
Experiences
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INTEGRATED BUSINESS CORE:
INVESTING IN THE COMMUNITY

IMPACTING THEIR COMMUNITIES
WITH THEIR EXPERTISE

Since 2002, the SBA has offered a practical and profitable way for students to apply

Cedarville business professors not only teach

their classroom learning while also giving back: the Integrated Business Core.

students to use their vocational skills for Gospel

The Integrated Business Core (IBC) is a 3-hour elective practicum (BUS-3280)

impact, they are modeling it in their churches,

taken fall of junior year for business majors, in conjunction with finance (FIN-3710)

their communities, and around the world.

and management (MGMT-3500) courses.

Below you’ll find how SBA faculty members

Leading the program are Jeff Guernsey, Associate Professor of Finance, and Jon
Austin, Associate Professor of Marketing. Andrew Wonders, Assistant Professor of
Sport Business Management, works with Guernsey and
Austin in support of IBC.
During the practicum, students put together a
business plan, a document that describes what product
or service they plan to provide and how they’ll go

Kingdom work.

“Top-notch, caring, extremely intelligent

professors who put Christ at the forefront of
their teaching.”

about providing it. The business team will then present
its plan to a loan committee made up of business professionals, including alumni.
The capital for their venture comes from in-house funds generated from a portion
of past IBC business profits. Students must repay the loan at the end of the semester.
Over the last 18 years, nearly $57,000 in total profits has been generated from
all student businesses. This money has directly benefited local and international
charitable organizations such as Bethesda Evangelical Mission, The Gospel Mission,
One Bistro, The Luke Commission, Target Dayton Ministries, Shoes 4 the Shoeless,
Matthew 25: Ministries, among many others.
As part of the program, students also volunteer at least 10 hours with the charity
that will receive their profits, resulting in 7,280 volunteer hours contributed to the
charitable organizations. (See the sidebar for ways that SBA professors are blessing
others with their business knowledge and skills.)
And for students who want to see how far their IBC business concept could
go, there is now the Beyond Startup Accelerator, which seeks to connect current
students and alumni with business startup expertise and investment (see page 20
for more on Beyond).
“The IBC is a way for students to learn experientially what is involved in
running a small business, as well as how to work with and lead others,” noted
Guernsey. “The IBC complements what the SBA has begun with the Beyond
Accelerator, which is helping entrepreneurs get to the next level.”
With the IBC, students gain knowledge and experience that sets them
apart as they begin their careers. “Our alumni tell us they’ve put IBC
on their résumé, and they have meaningful conversations during a
job interview about it,” Austin added. “It resonates with prospective
employers because our students have done things business-wise that
most undergrad students don’t do.”

are using their expertise in business for

Ben Schenk ’21

John Tarwater, Assistant Professor of
Business – Serves as pro bono Certified
Public Accountant for missionaries and
pastors
Dan Sterkenburg, Associate Professor of
International Business – Serves as
Executive Director of the Brazilian
Evangelistic Association
William Ragle, Professor of Finance – Serves
on church finance committee, facilitates
Financial Peace University classes, and
counsels individuals in financial trouble
Chuck Hartman, Associate Professor of
Business Law and Accounting – Serves on
church finance committee
Andrew Wonders, Assistant Professor of
Sport Business Management – Member of
the Xenia Rotary, where he helps plan
and implement community programs
Daryl Smith, Associate Professor of
Management – Part of a business
roundtable for At Work on Purpose
(AWOP), an organization that
encourages Christians to become “faith
active” in their workplace
Rick Prigge, Associate Professor of
Management – Serves as Vice President
of a nonprofit in El Salvador that
oversees a medical center, a children’s
home, two schools, a church, and more
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Business: The Bottom Line

STUDENT CONSULTANTS HELP COMPANIES SAVE MILLIONS
When Navistar International in Springfield, a manufacturer of

manufacturing process, based on the recommendation of the

trucks, buses, and advanced military vehicles, asked students

Lean Processing students. That savings in movement resulted

from Cedarville’s Management-4570 class to evaluate its

in a projected savings in revenues of $2.2 million per year.

manufacturing process, the company liked the results so much
they asked them back again. And again.

“Companies will ask my students, ‘Will you come work for
us,’ but they already have jobs lined up,” LeBlanc explained.

“Outside eyes see things that inside eyes overlook,”

“When they go into an interview and show a recruiter what

observed John LeBlanc, Associate Professor Emeritus of

they’ve done in saving a company money, they have no

Management, who is in his 21st and final year of teaching the

problem finding work.”

SBA Lean Process Management course.

The Lean Process Management class is time intensive and,

LeBlanc and his students look at a company’s processes

also, just plain intense. Between multiple site visits to the

to evaluate waste in terms of time, material, or movement,

company and time spent on the project back on campus, the

with the goal of helping that company work more efficiently

10 students who worked on the Cascade consultation last year

and profitably.

tallied 185 hours.

In the case of Navistar, the Lean Process students
have offered recommendations that resulted in
at least $1 million in savings for each of three
consultations.
“For one of those, we noticed that when people
who worked on the assembly line dropped any kind
of part, they were not allowed by contract to pick it
up,” LeBlanc said. “They were dropping $5 bushings
and brass fittings and all kinds of stuff, and at the
end of the week, they’d sweep it up and throw it in
the scrap pile.
“They were losing $100,000 a week, and they
were down to 345 employees,” he continued.
“Today, employees on the line are able to pick up
parts because of a change in the contract with the
union. And they are up to 1,400 employees.”
“The objective of lean process management is not to

“I give them 11 periods to work on the project, but they

eliminate people but to grow people’s abilities to observe how

aren’t able to finish it just during class time,” LeBlanc said.

they can save themselves time and money,” LeBlanc said.

“At the end, we review the project and tie up loose ends.

LeBlanc’s students have saved Miami Valley businesses

They’ll make a preliminary presentation to me to make sure

and corporations millions and millions of dollars over the

it’s right. Then they’ll go to the company where they stand up

“Cedarville has shown me how to love people
well and has taught me how to influence the
business world for Christ.”

Mallory King ’20

before upper management, present this whole program,
and sell them on what they found. They’ll be asked
questions, and they’ll spend an hour to an hour and a
half making that presentation.”
In the end, area businesses benefit, which means
the regional workforce benefits. And LeBlanc’s students

years, with his guidance and feedback. Just last year, Cascade

are transformed. “Almost every student says this class made

Corporation of Springfield, which produces the front end of

a difference in their whole thinking process,” he noted. And,

forklifts, moved a new paint line 6 feet closer to the existing

they might add, in their futures.
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INTERNSHIPS BUILD GLOBAL NETWORK

Zach Rubosky ’20 (far right), a global business major with a focus in Middle Eastern studies and entrepreneurship, was a cross-cultural
intern with Step Global during summer 2019. He and other U.S. college interns studied business, language, and culture. In this photo,
they are visiting Al-Zaytuna Mosque in Tunis, Tunisia.
Ask any Cedarville SBA professor about the importance of

and pick up more language skills,” Wiseman said. “They are

internships, and he or she will tell you that internships are

also invaluable for international networking.”

one of the most important factors in finding a job quickly
after graduation.

One example is Kyle Barnett ’05, who interned in Spain
and networked his way to a position with an import/export

“Internships are emphasized continuously by our dean and

company in Miami, Florida, with home offices in Miami,

our faculty,” noted Dan Sterkenburg, Associate Professor of

Caracas, Venezuela, and Mexico City. “He is currently an

International Business and head of the SBA’s global business

Export Control Officer in China with the Bureau of Industry

major. “It’s the pipeline to a job. It’s a place for students
to pick up practical skills and find out if they really like

“Every professor I interacted with was

that industry they’re experimenting with.”
But a steady stream of Cedarville students has
chosen to go the extra thousand miles to pursue
internships abroad.
“Every year, we have business students completing

committed to excellence in their work and in
their walk with Christ. They made sure I learned
what I needed to to be an excellent financial
analyst, but they did so with eternity in mind.”

Aaron Plummer ’17

international internships with missions agencies like
Wycliffe Bible Translators and Samaritan's Purse,” explained

and Security that is part of the U.S. Embassy in Beijing,”

Sterkenburg. “My global business majors have also secured

Wiseman added.

internships with Cedarville’s Study Abroad program through

While the thought of an international internship can sound

organizations like Cultural Experiences Abroad (CEA) or the

daunting, Wiseman urges business — or any — students to

Council on International Education Exchange (CIEE).”

pursue them. “Students are fearful of tackling an international

Andrew Wiseman, Director of Cedarville’s Study Abroad
program, sees multiple reasons for international internships.
“They provide students with the opportunity to learn about
another culture, develop other cross-cultural competencies,

internship for fear of not measuring up,” he said. “My advice
would be to go for it. The skills you would pick up will
prove to be invaluable, and God will open doors you never
thought possible.”
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Get to Know Our
Business Programs
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
MAJORS

Accounting (B.S.)
Economics (B.A. and B.S.)
Finance (B.S.)
Global Business (B.A.)
Information Technology Management (B.S.)
Management (B.S.)
Marketing (B.A.)
Sport Business Management (B.A.)

PROGRAM DETAILS

Credit hours: 128 (including general education and
major courses)
Terms: 16-week semesters
Financial aid: Financial aid options available
Program delivery: On campus
Completion time: Typically eight semesters, but
select programs offer a three-year option. Learn
more at cedarville.edu/3yearoption.

DEGREE FEATURES
The Cedarville University School of Business
Administration (SBA) develops business professionals
who will influence their organizations through excellence
and a biblical worldview. The SBA aims to lead biblical
and innovative business education among Christian
colleges and universities. Highly qualified, accomplished
faculty, with advanced degrees and vast experience,
integrate a biblical perspective in every subject area.
Students are thoroughly prepared to influence the world
of business for the Gospel.

Biblical Integration – Students are challenged
to be not only successful in their career field, but
ethical professionals who use their vocation to
glorify God.
Comprehensive – In each program, students
are introduced to every career field where their
knowledge and skills could be applied.
Internships – Real-world experience in the field of
business prepares Cedarville students to have an
immediate impact upon graduation.
Integrated Business Core – Recognized in The
Washington Post, this two-semester optional
program allows students to integrate classroom
learning with practical business experience.

If you know high school students who would benefit from Cedarville's biblically focused
business program, encourage them to apply: cedarville.edu/apply.
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Online M.B.A.
IN-DEMAND
CONCENTRATIONS

Business Analytics
Cybersecurity Management
Healthcare Administration
Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Operations Management

PROGRAM DETAILS

Credit hours: 36−39
Terms: Seven-week
Financial aid: Financial aid options available
Program delivery: Online
Completion time: Three–nine terms; students
have up to seven years to complete the M.B.A.
program

PROGRAM FEATURES

Cedarville University’s online Master of Business Administration
(M.B.A.) equips professionals with the training and skills
needed to succeed wherever God leads them. M.B.A. courses
are practical, convenient, and interactive, equipping students
to lead their companies to face critical business needs with
competence and conviction.

Accelerated – Programs can be completed in as
quickly as one year.
Convenient – Online offerings make it easier
than ever to earn an M.B.A. degree.
Flexible – M.B.A. classes are offered in a flexible
seven-week format, with terms starting at the
beginning and middle of each semester.

“The Cedarville business program was a great launching pad for me because many of

my professors had real-world business experience. The professors demonstrated how
their life in Christ was sewn into the work they did in the business world. I try to be that
kind of leader at my company today.”
Matt Benefiel ’91

If you're ready to advance your career with an M.B.A., apply at: cedarville.edu/gradapply.
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CHAPEL NOTES

OUR GOD IS A MISSIONARY GOD
The following is an excerpt from a January 8, 2020, chapel presentation by Danny Akin, who was the keynote speaker for this
year’s GO (Global Outreach) Conference. Listen to his full remarks and other conference messages at cedarville.edu/chapel.

I want to raise a question for you from

Jonah knew that Israel was in

each chapter of the book of Jonah:

disobedience to the Lord, and he knew

Chapter 1: Are you running from God?

that it was very likely, from the other

Jonah rejected God's will for his life. And

prophets, that God would use the

so rather than going east to Nineveh,

Assyrians as His instrument of discipline.

Jonah heads west by sea to Tarshish.

Jonah was very proud of national

God hurled a great wind upon the

Israel, and the idea of God wiping out

sea so that the ship threatened to break

these other pagans was the best news

up. All of the mariners are freaking out.

he had ever heard. “That is why I made

They cast lots, and the lots fell on Jonah.

haste to flee to Tarshish; for I knew that

Jonah says, “Pick me up; hurl me into the

Jonah offers a deathbed promise:

you are a gracious God and merciful,

sea, and the sea will quiet down for you.”

Lord, I promise You, if you will save

slow to anger and abounding in steadfast

Even in a place like Cedarville, it is

me, I'll go preach. Then you have the

love, and relenting from disaster” (v.2b).

possible for you to be trying to hide from

most important phrase in all the Bible,

the God that none of us can hide from.

“Salvation is of the Lord!” (v.9).

God appointed a plant, and it came
up over Jonah and provided shade,

Chapter 2: Do you need to be rescued

Chapter 3: Do you need God to give

which made Jonah happy. But God

by God? The Lord appointed a great fish

you another chance? Jonah certainly

appoints a worm that ate away at the

to swallow up Jonah. And while Jonah

did. Jonah arose and he went to

root system, and the plant withered. And

is in the belly of the fish, he prays. As

Nineveh. When in repentance the people

God said to Jonah, “Are you angry about

long as you and I have breath, it is not

of Nineveh turned around and ran

the plant?”

too late to turn to God. Jonah prays, and

back toward God, what did they find?

God hears.

God's grace.

an end. You didn't labor for the plant.

Our God is a good father and as

We love and serve a God of the

a good father, He will discipline His

second and the third and the fourth and

children when they sin. Jonah had

the 1,000th and the 10,000th chance.

Will you, like our God, take
extraordinary measures to see
the nations claim King Jesus?

Here is where we bring the book to
You didn't make it grow. Should I not
pity Nineveh?
Do you care about lost people like

Chapter 4: Do lost people matter

God does? Will you, like our God, take

to you? Jonah is a prophet of God. He

extraordinary measures to see the

has just preached the greatest revival in

nations claim King Jesus?

the history of the world. Any preacher
would be thrilled with what God had

sinned against the Lord, and the Lord

done. But that's not what we read. “But

loves Jonah. God sent the great fish to

it displeased Jonah exceedingly, and he

save Jonah.

was angry” (v.1).

Danny Akin is President of Southeastern
Baptist Theological Seminary.

Join the University family in chapel each day via the livestream broadcast (cedarville.edu/chapellive) or Facebook
Live (cedarville.edu/facebook). Past messages are also archived at cedarville.edu/chapel.
March 24–25
Sam Allberry
Author and Editor
The Gospel Coalition
Maidenhead, UK
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March 30
Freedom to Flourish Speaker Series
Wayne Grudem
Professor of Theology and Biblical Studies
Phoenix Seminary
Phoenix, Arizona

March 31
Tim Armstrong ’89
Senior Pastor
The Chapel
Akron, Ohio

April 15
Jennifer Patterson (formerly Marshall)
Vice President, Institute for Family,
Community, & Opportunity
The Heritage Foundation
Washington, D.C.

CHAPEL NOTES

GOD'S MIRACLE OF LIFE
The following is an excerpt from a January 15, 2020, chapel presentation from William Lile. Listen to his
full message at cedarville.edu/lile.
Forty-seven years. 62 million babies

A patient is a person, no matter

not come to the kingdom for such a

have lost their lives just here in the

how small. That’s my motto. My wife

time as this?” (Est. 4:14). Maybe that's

United States. That's the population

and I were over on Pensacola

of California's 40 million people and

Beach, Florida, last year

Florida's 20 million. We've lost every

during one of the holidays,

man, woman, and child in the state of

and I took this picture, “Do

California and Florida due to abortion.

not disturb sea turtle nest.” You can be

why you’re all here today. You want to

I'll tell you what I'm going to do. I'm
going to be a voice for the voiceless.

Did God know who you were in

fined $100,000 and spend a year in jail

figure out where you are going to serve.

the womb? Sure did. Did He know you

if you disturb a preborn sea turtle. Can

This University is about to prepare

would be coming to Cedarville? He

anybody here in the front row see the

you for Kingdom service. Yes, to be a

sure did. That you were going to be

year that the U.S. Endangered Species

great teacher, preacher, doctor, lawyer,

trained with excellent skills for your

Act was passed? 1973.

nurse, physician assistant. But it's

chosen profession? He sure did. But He

also about how you are going to use

also has a way that you can serve His

that knowledge and skills to serve His

kingdom when you finish up here.

kingdom. Our goal should be to have

Look at Paul: “But when he who

Jesus say directly to us as He looks in

had set me apart before I was born, and

our eyes, “Well done, thou good and

who called me by his grace, was pleased

faithful servant.”

to reveal his Son to me, in order that I

I'll tell you what I'm going to do. I'm

might preach him among the Gentiles”

going to be a voice for the voiceless.

(Gal. 1:15–16). Paul recognized this.

I'm going to be a defender of the

He says, “You knew who I was when I

defenseless. And I'm going to stand up

was still there on the inside.”

for those who can't stand for themselves

“Person” is an amazingly important

Yet in that same year, the U.S.

because it is the right thing to do. But

word. Why? Throughout history,

Supreme Court said we're not going to

it's also about Kingdom service, letting

if you want to take advantage of

give those same rights and values to the

people know that that life in the womb

another group of people, you just

preborn on the inside.

is something that is precious and needs

say, “I'm a person, but you are not a

Why are you here today? Maybe it's

person.” In Roe v. Wade in 1973, they

to be involved in pro-life work. At the

said the word “person” as used in the

very least, what I really want is for you

Fourteenth Amendment did not include

to figure out where God wants you to

the unborn. They were wrong then.

serve His kingdom. Mordecai said to

Can it be corrected? Yes.

Esther, “Who knows whether you have

to be defended.

William Lile is a board-certified OB/GYN and
the founder of ProLifeDoc.org.

Watch Chapel on Your Smartphone or Tablet With CU Chapel+
Livestream chapel and access other Cedarville videos on demand with the
CU Chapel+ app. Learn more at cedarville.edu/cuChapelPlus.
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ADVANCING
CEDARVILLE

MICAH 6:8 SCHOLARSHIP PROMOTES KINGDOM
VALUES IN BUSINESS STUDENTS
Walk through the front doors of the Milner Business

“We believe a Christian education is fundamental for any

Administration Building, home to Cedarville’s School of

discipline, but especially for business students,” commented

Business Administration (SBA), make a right on your way to

Jeff Haymond, SBA Dean and Professor of Economics. “We

faculty offices, and you’ll see it — a familiar and motivating

need to have Christians in the workforce. That’s why we’re

passage of Scripture on the wall in front of you, inscribed in

doing what we do. We can bless them and help them with the

large black letters like a work of art:

expense of a college education; that is something good to do.”

“He has showed you, O man, what is good. And what does

The Micah 6:8 Scholarship is awarded each spring. Last

the Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to

year, 20 SBA students received the award, applicable to this

walk humbly with your God?”

academic year’s tuition or other student expenses. They are

Micah 6:8 is the theme verse for Cedarville’s SBA. It is also
the name of the scholarship that has been awarded to 15–20
SBA students every spring since 2014. The $1,000 annual
renewable scholarship assists and inspires undergraduates in
all SBA disciplines to become Gospel influencers in the field
of business.
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chosen based on need, academic performance, leadership,
internships, and ministry involvement.
The name of the scholarship reflects the values that the
SBA hopes each graduate will take into the marketplace.
“The attributes we see exemplified in Micah 6:8 — do
justly, love mercy, walk humbly with your God — are what

ADVANCING
CEDARVILLE

we need to take into the business

“We need to be serving in the

world,” Haymond said. “We’re looking

Kingdom of God on the job, in our

for student recipients who do the right

homes, at church, in 4-H, Little League.”

thing, who are kind to others, and

Haymond hopes that someday every

who are going to humbly walk with

SBA student will be able to receive a

God while working excellently in the

Micah 6:8 Scholarship.

business world.

“Every year, we receive thank-you

“If we follow Micah 6:8, we are

notes, and there’s always someone who

going to be good Gospel witnesses in

writes that this scholarship made the

whatever vocation we choose.”

difference,” Haymond said. “We would

Loren Reno ’70, currently special
advisor to Cedarville’s President,

love to fund a Micah 6:8 Scholarship
for everyone.”

Thomas White, served as SBA Dean

“It’s not endowed for a particular

when the scholarship was instituted.

discipline or for a particular

Listing “ministry” as a criterion for a

accomplishment,” he added. “It’s

business scholarship might be unusual

meant to be something every student

at most universities. But at Cedarville,

can aspire to. For people who would

it’s essential.

like to give, this is a way to support the

“We are more than just businessmen

broadest base of students in the SBA.”

and women,” Reno commented. “We
want our SBA students involved in
ministry, not just for the present but
as a pattern for life. We want them
involved in Bible-believing, God-fearing
churches — not only belonging, but

"Receiving this scholarship is evidence that the faculty from the
SBA supports and sees potential in me, which pushes me to want
to finish strong. Along with other scholarships I've received, it has
helped me pay for school and be able to graduate debt-free in May."

participating, leading, and serving.
Ministry should be a part of our

Caleb Pene ’20
2019 Micah 6:8 Recipient

students’ lives.

Promote Micah 6:8 Values
in the Marketplace
Give to the Micah 6:8 Scholarship and
invest in business students who will act
justly, love mercy, and walk humbly with
the Lord in the field of business.

Make a gift today: cedarville.edu/micah68
(Click on the dropdown menu and scroll down to Micah 6:8 Scholarship.)
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$411,600 GRANT FOR COMPUTER SCIENCE
The state of Ohio and the Department

have access to this program,” said

program helps keep top high school

of Higher Education (ODHE) awarded

Robert Chasnov, Dean of the School of

students in Ohio for their college

Cedarville University a five-year,

Engineering and Computer Science.

education and will provide a boost to

$411,600 grant to provide student

Ohio’s economy, since they are

scholarships. This award will

likely to stay in state for their

support student recruitment and

careers in the tech industry after

the first two academic years.

they graduate.

Awards in subsequent years are

“We are privileged to steward

subject to budget appropriations

these state funds and to help

by the Ohio General Assembly.

advance the goals of the Choose

This round of Choose Ohio

Ohio First Scholarship program,”

First (COF) scholarships can be

Hamman said. “Overall, being

used for incoming students starting

entrusted with these funds is

in the fall of 2020 who are either

an affirmation from the state of

computer science or computer

Ohio of the quality of our School

engineering majors.

According to Seth Hamman,

of Engineering and Computer Science

“This provides an incredible

Associate Professor of Computer

programs, and it is a huge blessing

incentive to attend Cedarville versus

Science, for a relatively small

for Cedarville.”

another Ohio university that does not

investment of taxpayer money, the

SHARING THE GOSPEL IN A SECULAR AGE
The Center for Biblical Apologetics and Public Christianity at Cedarville University held the
“Tactics for Sharing the Gospel in a Secular Age” apologetics conference on February 18. This
one-day conference equipped students, faculty, staff, and guests to share the Gospel in a culture
where biblical principles do not hold the position of respect they once did, and faith in God is

ICAL
R FOR BIBL
THE CENTE

A P O L O G E T I CI TSY

N
C CHRISTIA
AND PUBLI

often treated with skepticism.
The featured speaker for the conference was author and apologist Greg Koukl. He has spoken
on more than 70 college and university campuses in the United States and around the world.
Koukl has been featured on Focus on the Family radio and has been interviewed for CBN and
the BBC. He’s been quoted in Christianity Today, U.S. News & World Report, and the L.A. Times.

FOR SH AR ING TH
JOIN US FOR A

E GO SP EL IN A

ONE DAY APO LOG

SPEAKERS: GREG

SEC ULA R AG E

ETICS CON FER ENC

E
THY PAUL
KOUKL, TIMO
DAN DEWI TT, & JONE S

OTHE RS

Koukl is co-author of Tactics: A Game Plan for Discussing Your Christian Faith.
Koukl’s messages are available on the Cedarville chapel archive at cedarville.edu/chapel
or on the CU Chapel+ app for smartphones.

RE-TWEETS
Kaleb Gottfred @KWGottfred · January 27
The @Cedarville faculty pour into their students with not
only their expertise, but with the sort of investment that
only stems from a genuine eternal focus. Proud to be a
CU MBA.
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Jewell Strock @jewell_isabella · February 3
So excited to meet my new friends at @cedarville this
fall!!

Dan DeWitt @ DanDeWitt ∙ February 6
Had lunch with @cedarville student earlier this week who
is from Japan, but grew up in Ukraine where his parents
serve in a Russian-speaking church. He spoke English and
Japanese at home and Russian at church. And he loves
Jesus. Pretty amazing. Glad he's here.

CAMPUS NEWS

$1.5 MILLION ESTATE GIFT

CAREERS CEDARVILLE

Cedarville University has received a

prepare for their life service through

$1.5 million gift from the estate of

ministry and quality higher education.

MISSION-DRIVEN TEAM

Helen Z. Elbin. The gift will be used

She lived on her farm in West Jefferson,

to provide scholarships for students

Ohio.

and help fund the University’s chapel

“We are grateful for the life of

program. The scholarships will go

Helen Elbin and for her long-standing

through the Helen Elbin Trust Endowed

commitment to Cedarville University,”

Scholarship.

said Thomas White, President. “Her

Elbin was a longtime friend of

estate gift will have eternal impact

Cedarville University and its former

as students are provided financial

radio station, WCDR. Her gift is a

resources to enroll and their lives

tribute to her relationships with

are transformed through Cedarville’s

Cedarville students from her church

excellent education and intentional

and the ministry of the radio station.

discipleship in submission to biblical

From these connections, she developed

authority.”

a passion to help college students

EMPLOYMENT SUCCESS

JOIN OUR

Cedarville is currently hiring assistant
and associate professors in the
following academic areas:
§ Art, Design, and Theatre:
Interactive Design
§ Business: Finance, Management
Science, Marketing
§ English, Literature and Modern
Languages: Composition, Linguistics,
Literature
§ Engineering & Computer Science:
Civil Engineering
§ Physician Assistant: Directors of Clinical
Education and Didactic Education

cedarville.edu/jobs

First Destination Survey results show

also began graduate studies at Duke

UPCOMING EVENTS

that 98.5% of Cedarville’s 2019

University, John Hopkins University,

graduates were employed or attending

and Purdue University.

APRIL

graduate school six months after
commencement. That is well above
national averages for colleges and

2–4, 16–19 Spring Play: Radium Girls
3 CU Friday
10–12 Easter Break
17 All-Access Orientation

MAY

universities.
The class of 2019 marks the third

2 124th Annual Commencement

JUNE

year that Cedarville’s destination rate

5 CU Friday
8–12 Academic Camps: Art and Design, Music,
Psychology, Worship, Writing
15–19 Academic Camps: Geology, History and
Government, Pharmacy, Worship

has increased. Last year’s rate was
98.3%.
Employers who hired members

JULY

of the class of 2019 include Honda,

6–10 Academic Camps: Athletic Training,
Criminal Justice, Engineering
13–17 Academic Camps: Engineering, Molecular
Biology, Nursing

Lockheed Martin, Walt Disney, and
Northrop Grumman. Recent alumni

cedarville.edu/events
Jennifer Clauson @JennyLee1968 · February 8
University production of The Heiress. Excellent. Highly
recommended. Congratulations CU drama department.

Matt Bennett @MABennett82 · February 8
So exciting to see a packed house for the missions
training @cedarville — God is sending over 200 students
for spring break alone!
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RESPONDING TO A CALL
Students responded to the Gospel or to the call to missions on January 8 during the GO
(Global Outreach) Conference, held January 7–9. Danny Akin, President and Professor
of Preaching and Theology at Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary in Wake Forest,
North Carolina, was this year’s featured speaker. During the January 8 evening chapel,
Akin spoke from The Journals of Jim Elliot on the 64th anniversary of the South American
missionary’s death in Rio Curaray, Ecuador.
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YELLOW JACKET
KUNDO PUSHING THROUGH TO FINISH WELL
Walking with foot issues can be

Her sophomore year arrived

middle childhood education degree

irritating. It’s a game changer — or

with great expectations and then, it

on May 2 and then will be married

more aptly put, a race changer — if

happened ... the dreaded foot injury.

one week later to Yellow Jacket men’s

you’re a distance runner.

Kundo couldn’t run for what would end

distance running alumnus David

up being the better part of two years.

Pelletier ’19.

That’s been the case for Olivia
Kundo ’20.

“I learned a lot of patience and trust

That’s a lot to look forward to, but

An award-filled freshman campaign

in the Lord,” she said. “He’s still good

Kundo excitedly admits that Cedarville

followed by two seasons on the shelf

even when things aren’t going the way

University has prepared her well.

because of injuries had her wondering

I expect them to go. Now I’m able to

“From daily chapel, to the education

if she’d ever contribute to the Lady

encourage other teammates not to give

program, to the cross country and track

Jacket program again.

up through injuries.”

teams, to living in the same dorm all

Now, after intense rehab coupled

This past fall, Kundo was able

with lots of faith, patience, and

to work her way back into the cross

encouragement, Kundo is ready

country team’s top seven. Now, with

“The natural discipleship that

to bring her career to a close on a

a clean bill of health, she’s focusing on

comes with living with 25 others girls in

high note.

her favorite track events in her

The Liberty Center, Ohio, product

final year of competition —

four years, the entire experience has
really transformed my life,” she said.

the same hall has been the most
transforming thing for me.”

came to the University with an

the indoor mile and the

impressive high school resume, which

outdoor 1,500 meters.

Lady Jacket program

translated to an impressive rookie

While Kundo has

has provided the same

season.

plans of running

And, being part of the

result.

Kundo was tabbed the Ohio Division

faster on the track,

“I and all of my

II/NAIA Cross Country Freshman of the

life is beginning

teammates want

Year and earned All-G-MAC honors.

to pick up speed

to use the abilities

On the track, she earned NCAA Indoor

as well. She’s

that God gave us,

All-America honors as a member of the

scheduled to

recognizing He is the

school’s record-setting distance medley

graduate

one who gave us our

relay quartet that finished third in the

with a

country at the national meet.
“Leaders like Carsyn (Koch-Johnson
’18) and Olivia (Esbenshade ’17) knew
how to push us in practice,” Kundo
said. “We knew we couldn’t accomplish
what we did with just one or two of
us on board, but it had to be an entire
team effort.”
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talent,” she said.

SPORTS
NCCAA CHAMPIONS
The Yellow Jackets men’s and women’s track & field teams
captured National Christian College Athletic Association
(NCCAA) Indoor Track & Field Championships on February
21–22 at Doden Field House.
The Lady Jackets piled up 19 All-America performances
and secured their third-straight banner in the NCCAA Indoor
Track & Field Championship. They own eight total. The
men had 16 All-America performances and won their first
NCCAA Indoor Track & Field Championship in 13 years. The
Cedarville men won indoor titles in 2006 and 2007.
Head Coach Jeff Bolender ’91 and his staff were named
2020 NCCAA Indoor Track & Field Coaching Staff of the Year.

ALUMNI QUALIFY FOR OLYMPIC TRIALS

Pictured L to R: Katie (Lanphier) Ruhlman (Photo courtesy of Runners
Plus Elite) ; Joe Niemiec (Photo by Stone Malick) ; and Sergio Reyes
(Photo courtesy of the Urban Cow Half Marathon) .

The pair joined fellow

cross country squad that placed 15th

Cedarville University

at the NCAA Division II Championship

graduate and Athletic Hall

in both 2012 and 2013 and was an

of Famer Sergio Reyes ’03

NCCAA All-American on the track.

in Atlanta on February 29

Ruhlman, who is an assistant

to attempt to make the U.S.

women’s cross country coach for

Olympic Team.

Cedarville, competed for the Lady

Reyes ran for the Yellow

Jackets from 2008–12. On the

Jackets from 2000–02. He

track, she was a four-time NCCAA

was a two-time NAIA and

All-American.

NCCAA All-American in
cross country and won an

Former Yellow Jacket distance runners

individual 2002 NCCAA title. On the

Joe Niemiec ’14 and Katie (Lanphier)

track, he was the 2002 NAIA outdoor

Ruhlman ’12, M.S.N. ’15 qualified for

10,000-meter champion and a six-time

the U.S. Olympic Marathon Trials with

NAIA All-American.

their performances at the Chevron
Houston Marathon.

Niemiec ran for the Yellow Jackets
from 2010–14. He was a member of the

MORE INFO

To watch Yellow Jackets men’s baseball and
women’s softball home games via livestreaming or
to read more athletics stories, visit

yellowjackets.cedarville.edu.
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REMEMBERING DR. DUANE WOOD
He became Executive Director of

world-class programs launched during

Program Development from 2005 to

his tenure. Most notably, Wood led the

2010. He was a professor in Cedarville’s

development of Cedarville’s School of

School of Business Administration

Engineering and Computer Science and

beginning in 2010 and continued serving

paved the way for a School of Pharmacy

as an adjunct up until his death.

and the industrial and innovative

“Duane Wood will be remembered

design program in partnership with the

for his faithfulness to Scripture, his

International Center for Creativity in

passion for teaching and students, his

Columbus. He also oversaw Cedarville’s

boundless energy and optimism, and the

foray into graduate programs.

academic legacy he built at Cedarville,”
Duane Wood, who served as

said Thomas White, President.

Gifts may be made in his honor
to the Dr. and Mrs. Duane R. Wood

Academic Vice President at Cedarville

As chief academic officer, Wood

Family Award, Cedarville University

University from 1987 to 2005, passed

built on Cedarville’s quality and helped

Advancement Division, 251 N. Main St.,

away December 14, 2019. He was 78

position Cedarville as a leader in

Cedarville, Ohio 45314.

years old.

Christian higher education, with multiple

NRB HALL OF FAME

MASTER PLAN UPDATE

Walls and windows are installed at the new dining facility
that will house Chick-fil-A, and it’s easy to imagine
sitting near one of the floor-length windows having
lunch and enjoying the Cedar Lake view. Interior work
also continues in the Civil Engineering Center, and the
282-bed residence hall. These three buildings form
the leading edge of the 10-Year Campus Master Plan,
David Jeremiah ’63, founder of Turning Point Radio and

announced last summer in Cedarville Magazine. Visit

Television Ministries and Senior Pastor of Shadow Mountain

cedarville.edu/magazineSU19 to learn more. The dining

Community Church in El Cajon, California, received the

commons, civil engineering building, and new residence

National Religious Broadcasters Hall of Fame Award at the

hall are scheduled to open fall 2020. To see the latest

NRB’s annual conference in February.

developments on video, visit cedarville.edu/masterplan.
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BUSINESS BEGINS
Tucked into the last few pages of the 1959–60
Cedarville College course catalog are the first
business course offerings at Cedarville. Listed under
“Business Administration” are five accounting and
business administration classes taught by Ken
St. Clair, founding chair of the department, and
five secretarial science courses offered by Ardeth
Webber. By fall 1961, the Department of Business
Administration had grown to include a third
faculty member, Rod Wyse, and had created its
own booklet, pictured to the right. From these
humble beginnings, the School of Business
Administration has grown into one of the largest
schools at Cedarville University, with 471
undergraduate and 86 graduate students, far
beyond the total student population of 255 at
Cedarville when those first business classes
were offered.
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IN CLOSING

INFLUENCE FOR THE KINGDOM

Business is changing rapidly, with
technology radically reshaping business
strategies. Data, big and small, is a key
input into every business
decision; every business with a
website is potentially a global
business, and technology is
a continuing disrupter. Most
businesses have adopted the
practice of affirming every
lifestyle regardless of its moral
implications and expect their
employees to join in various celebrations
of unbiblical behavior or, at minimum,
to keep their Gospel witness silent in
the workplace. Businesses are no longer
on the sidelines of cultural debate,
but are active participants against a
Christian worldview. Many of the most
hostile firms are newer entrepreneurial
companies that are having an outsized
cultural influence. How do we respond
to these threats and opportunities? How
do we help our graduates both seize the
opportunities and counter the threats?
First, in the School of Business
Administration, we are shaping our
curriculum to be more technical in
nature. This past year, we transitioned
four majors from Bachelor of Arts to
Bachelor of Science degrees, and we
are continuing to promote our business
analytics minor — with the goal of having
50% of our students complete that minor.
Our Master of Business Administration
continues to add specializations, such as
cybersecurity administration, business
analytics, healthcare management, and
innovation and entrepreneurship.
Second, we need to facilitate more
Christian-led businesses that will not
require workers to “bend the knee” on
their faith convictions, and that can
also be a significant source of support to
the communities where they are based.
Further, the leaders of these firms will
have a larger opportunity to influence
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the culture from a biblical worldview.
To enable this, we are renewing our
focus on entrepreneurship with a revised
minor and the alumni-led
Beyond Startup Accelerator.
In addition to the Accelerator,
we are partnering with firms
to take on student interns to
help create new markets for
products and opportunities,
ultimately leading to potential
spinoffs within a firm, with our
students in key leadership positions.
Finally, we are looking for ways
we can connect more intentionally
to stakeholders with value-added
experiences — creating our own
Christian ecosystem of connections
and networking, something we are
calling Encore!. This fall we had a series
of speakers, in partnership with the
School of Pharmacy, on the business
of healthcare. Imagine coming back to
Cedarville to watch students and alumni
pitching their ideas in front of venture
capitalists and angel investors, hearing
talks from amazing alumni on emerging
trends and activities within their
spheres, and networking with alumni
and students. Our desire is to extend
your formative 1,000-day Cedarville
experience to 10,000 days.
The challenges of today’s world are
big, but our God is bigger! We’re putting
our full trust in the God of Abraham,
who obeyed the Lord and went where
He called, to grow and transform
the Cedarville School of Business
Administration into a transformative
influence for the Kingdom in our society
and around the world.

Jeff Haymond is Dean of the School of Business
Administration and Professor of Economics.
He earned his Ph.D. in economics from George
Mason University.
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ACADEMIC CAMPS
at Cedarville University
Where High School Students
Explore Their Future

Music, science, history, and more await high school students at one of
Cedarville’s summer academic camps! They will spend a week exploring their
passion with incredible instructors and cool college students. They’ll get to
experience campus life, meet new friends, and make great memories. There
is something for everyone at Cedarville’s academic camps!

Join us this summer:

cedarville.edu/academiccamps
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CEDARVILLE.EDU/CRUISE

Fully Prepared.
For His Purpose.
PURSUE YOUR ONLINE
AT CEDARVILLE UNIVERSITY
Choose from 5 in-demand tracks:
BUSINESS ANALYTICS
CYBERSECURITY MANAGEMENT
HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION
INNOVATION AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

APPLY TODAY:
Also offering graduate degrees in nursing, pharmacy, and ministry.

CEDARVILLE.EDU/MBA

